I. Choose the best word or phrase to complete the sentence.

1. There were a lot of exciting car chase scenes in the _____.
   A) action movie  
   B) science fiction movie  
   C) romantic comedy

2. In the ____ movie, the trees sang and talked to each other.
   A) martial arts  
   B) horror  
   C) animation

3. In the ____ movie, William is a serial killer who never dies.
   A) martial arts movie  
   B) animation  
   C) horror

4. In this ____, Eric and Lydia are old friends who discover they love each other.
   A) martial arts movie  
   B) romantic comedy  
   C) horror movie

5. A: Do you want to ____?
   B: No. I can't swim, and I'm afraid of sharks.
   A) go windsurfing  
   B) go skydiving  
   C) drive a racecar

6. A: Are you going to go ____?
   B: No, I don't think so. I don't like being up so high!
   A) ride a motorcycle  
   B) windsurfing  
   C) bungee jumping
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7. A: Someday I would like to ____.
   B: How fast can you go?
   A) take dance lessons
   B) drive a racecar
   C) skydive

8. A: I'd like to try ____.
   B: Can you balance on two wheels?
   A) riding a motorcycle
   B) parasailing
   C) hang gliding

9. A: I'm bored. I can't watch any more TV.
   B: Let's take a walk. It will be good for us to ____.
   A) drink some soda
   B) get some fresh air
   C) cook some fresh food

10. A: Mary looks great! Is she on a diet?
    B: No, she isn't. She exercises and ____ everyday.
    A) cooks fresh food
    B) is inactive
    C) gets stressed

11. A: How do you stay so calm?
    B: I ____. It clears my mind and relaxes me.
    A) drink soda
    B) eat fast food
    C) meditate

12. A: It's not good for you to ____.
    B: I know. I need to start an exercise program.
    A) cook fresh food
    B) be inactive
    C) meditate
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13. That actor is ____. He acts in action movies, science fiction movies, and romantic comedies.
   A) pretty
   B) muscular
   C) talented

14. My sister is very ____. She tells great jokes.
   A) outgoing
   B) funny
   C) handsome

15. Her mother is really ____. She likes to make friends and talk with people.
   A) outgoing
   B) intelligent
   C) creative

16. Zach is so ____. He always lends his friends money when they need it.
   A) generous
   B) creative
   C) attractive

17. I want to join the ____ because I love to act.
   A) basketball team
   B) chess club
   C) drama club

18. Selina is a good singer, but she doesn't want to join the ____.
   A) language school
   B) choir
   C) computer club

19. After you practice the flute, you can join the ____.
   A) orchestra
   B) dance club
   C) junior high
20. My brother is going to ____ in July and August because he needs help with math.
   A) elementary school
   B) summer school
   C) middle school

21. My brother lives ____ and raises animals.
   A) in a luxury apartment
   B) downtown
   C) on a ranch

22. That famous actor used to live in a large, expensive ____ until he lost all his money.
   A) mansion
   B) cabin
   C) village

23. I want to live ____ so I can go to museums and the theater.
   A) in the country
   B) in the woods
   C) in a city

24. We stayed on a boat ____ during vacation, and when it got hot, we jumped in the water.
   A) on a river
   B) in a residential building
   C) in the suburbs
II. Read the text. Choose the best answer to the question about the text.

Cecilia was in Japan for a year, but now she's home. She went there to study Japanese. She made a lot of friends and completed one year of college. When she returned home, she was happy and also sad. She was happy to be with her family in Florida again, but she missed her new Japanese friends. A month after her return, she got a call from her Japanese friends Akiko and Hana. They asked if they could come visit her in the summer. "Sure!" she answered excitedly. "I'll show you around."

Cecilia planned fun activities for their arrival in June. She knew her friends would have a good time. On their first day, Cecilia took them to Miami to go sightseeing. The weather was cool. "The buildings are so interesting!" the Japanese girls exclaimed.

The next day, Cecilia drove them to the beach to go surfing. Akiko spent a lot of time in the water, while Hana and Cecilia sat on the beach and talked.

For the rest of the week, Cecilia showed them several other tourist places in Southern Florida. When they left, Akiko and Hana were anxious to tell their families about their amazing week in Florida with their American friend.

25. What did the Akiko and Hana like about sightseeing?
   A) the warm weather
   B) the interesting buildings
   C) the water

26. How long did Akiko and Hana visit?
   A) one week
   B) one year
   C) one month

27. What are Akiko and Hana going to do with their families?
   A) go surfing with them at the beach
   B) visit several tourist places with them
   C) tell them about the wonderful trip

28. Why Cecilia was in Japan for a year?
   A) She was a backpacker.
   B) She was learning there.
   C) She was a partner.
29. What did she feel about back home in the US?
   A) amazing
   B) disgusting
   C) happy and sad

30. Where is Florida?
   A) west north
   B) east north
   C) east south

II. Complete the sentence. Use a word from the box.

   Question 31 to 34

   (A)tornado     (B)thunder     (C)clouds     (D)flood

   31. I think it's going to rain. There are a lot of dark _________ in the sky.

   32. A very strong wind that goes around in a circle might be a _________.

   33. Water covering land that is usually dry might be a _________.

   34. A loud noise you hear in the sky during a storm might be ________.

   Question 35 to 38

   (A)electric car     (B)cooks dinner     (C)goes skydiving     (D)triathlon

   35. When my brother needs some excitement, he _____________.

   36. My roommate _______________ every night, and I love trying all the food.

   37. My father is going to be in a _______. He can run, ride a bicycle, and swim very well.

   38. My boyfriend drives an _______________ because he wants to help save the environment.
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**Question 39 to 42**

(A)sleep  (B) go on a diet   (C)stretch   (D)go to the gym

   B: You should _____________. It has a lot of different activities for you to do.

40. A: Why do I always hurt so much after I exercise?
   B: You should ____________ before and after you exercise.

41. A: I really want to lose weight.
   B: You should ___________________. That means eating only healthy food.

42. A: I'm always so tired.
   B: You should ___________________ so that you have more energy.

**Question 43 to 46**

(A)leg   (B)finger   (C)burn   (D)car accident

43. That coffee is hot. If you spill it, you might ____________ yourself.

44. She had a ____________ and had to go to the hospital.

45. Steven can't walk. He broke his ____________ when he went skiing last week.

46. While I was cooking, I cut my ____________ with a sharp knife.
Question 47 to 50

(A) waterfall  (B) small  (C) common  (D) deep

47. That kind of rock is really _______ around here. It's in everyone's yard and garden.

48. My neighbors must have a lot of money. They built a _______ in their pool!

49. The river is really _______. You need a boat to cross it.

50. My dorm room is _______. There's only space for a bed and a desk.